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WELCOME TO THE HUTCHINSON HOLLOW

Good Afternoon  and a very warm welcome to The Hutchinson Hollow for this United
Counties Premier Division South fixture. We would especially like to welcome the players,
officials and supporters from Easington and hope you enjoy your short stay with us and
have a safe journey home after the match.
We would also like to welcome the match officials to the Hollow and our match sponsors.

We have never played Easington before at the Hollow, in fact we met for the first time in
November where we came away with a point in a game where we really should have got
all three. But our finishing that day left a lot to be desired and after an early Luke Pyman
goal we conceded deep into injury time and could have lost the match.

Our last home match was best forgotten with the off field antics and the constant
sledging (amongst other things) left a lot to be desired. This was the return of Harry
Jackson after he recent illness and the day was soured because of this - the 2-0 reverse
was really not important in the scheme of things.
We have also played several matches on the road with a total of 350 miles on the road ,
and much further for some of our players who of course do not live in Potton.
On Tuesday though we reached the final of the Hinchinbrooke Cup with an excellent 2-0
victory over Godmanchester with an own goal and James ‘Snoop’ Smith’s second goal of
the season securing our final appearance against promoted Harborough Town which will
be a very tough match to say the least.
As usual with this time of season and with transfer deadline we have had several players
join and seen a departure with Louis Octave joining FA Vase finalists Newport Pagnell
Town and we have signed Charlie Briggs on dual forms from Berkhamsted and have
brought in from St Neots Town the trio of Lil Francisco, Julinho Gomes and Nicolas Dias
Da Costa.
Our next match at the Hollow is of course a massive one when we take on local rivals and
still relegation threatened Biggleswade United which is sure to be a well attended fixture
!

Enjoy this afternoon’s match.
Matt



PDS Eynesbury Rovers FC v Coventry Sphinx FC
 PDS G.N.G Oadby Town FC v Cogenhoe United FC
PDS Harborough Town FC v Desborough Town FC

PDS Lutterworth Town FC v Newport Pagnell Town FC
PDS Potton United FC v Easington Sports FC

PDS Rothwell Corinthians FC v Godmanchester Rovers FC
PDS Rugby Town FC v Wellingborough Town FC

Today's Fixtures

Sat 02 Apr 2022 15:00
PDS Biggleswade United FC 2 - 4 Lutterworth Town FC

PDS Cogenhoe United FC 1 - 2 Godmanchester Rovers FC
PDS Coventry Sphinx FC 4 - 1 Wellingborough Town FC

PDS Coventry United FC 0 - 4 Harborough Town FC
PDS Easington Sports FC 1 - 2 Desborough Town FC

PDS Hinckley LRFC 1 - 0 Eynesbury Rovers FC
FAV Newport Pagnell Town FC 1 - 1 Hamworthy United

PDS Northampton O.N.Chenecks FC 1 - 2 Potton United FC
PDS Rothwell Corinthians FC 0 - 2 Rugby Town FC

Latest Results







POTTON WIN THROUGH TO HINCHINGBROOKE CUP FINAL

 

GODMANCHESTER ROVERS 0 POTTON UNITED 2

 

A well deserved victory for Potton in this Hinchingbrooke Cup Semi Final and they now meet Harborough
Town in the Final.

 

With the advantage of the wind behind them in the first half Godmanchester started attacking with the
lively Baulk having two shots, one saved and the other going wide.  Marley Ugarte-Edwards made a good
run down the right and his centre eluded everyone.  Another good run by Baulk saw him shoot wide. 
 Potton were gradually getting into the game more and Sam Willis headed over from Jack Moriarty’s
centre.  Liam Andrews then had two efforts that were narrowly wide.  Godmanchester appealed for a
penalty when Sam Irish and Harness went for the ball but the referee did not agree.  Willis saw the
keeper well off his line and went for a shot from 40 yards that went over the bar.  The Godmanchester
keeper played a long ball through to Baulk who had a clear run on goal but the ball bobbled and he shot
wide.  The half ended with Ugarte-Edwards making another good run and Willis volleyed his centre over
the bar.  HT 0-0

 

Minutes after the restart Dear shot into the side net.  Ugarte-Edwards forced the Godmanchester keeper
into a good save.  Potton were relying on the long throw-ins from Jack Thomas and in the 54th minute
from one of these a Godmanchester defender headed into the net to give Potton the lead. Potton were
controlling more of the game now and Jack Moriarty shot over before Ugarte-Edwards shot narrowly
wide.  From a Potton corner the ball was cleared to Callum Wilson whose centre was headed home by
James Smith from close range to make it 2-0.  Godmanchester introduced a substitute whose throw-ins
were longer than Thomas’s.  Hammond headed over and Warman saw his shot saved.  Just before the end
of 90 minutes the referee showed Godmanchester’s Harman a red card.  In added time Potton made
three substitutions and the referee played 12 minutes of added time.  FT 0-2

 

Potton United:  Sam Irish, Jack Thomas, Warren McSkelly. Sam Willis, James Smith, Lil Francisco, Marley
Ugarte-Edwards (Josh Howard-Dobson), Jack Moriarty, David Parkinson (Terry Offeh), Liam Andrews,
Callum Wilson (Jaidan Fitzpatrick)

 

A match that could easily have boiled over and was not helped by some inconsistent decisions by the
officials.  Fortunately Potton held their nerves and battled well in the first half against the wind and in
the second half gave a performance that saw them to a deserved victory.

 



NORTHAMPTON ON CHENECKS 1 POTTON UNITED 2

 

For the visit to Chenecks Potton were without a recognised centre forward so the No. 9
shirt was handed to Liam Andrews who made a good effort at harassing Chenecks
defence.  In the end a determined effort by all the Potton players saw them take all three
points all though the wind spoilt it as a footballing spectacle.

 

Chenecks made an early start with Ulker see his shot saved.  At the ither end Jamie
Corey-Morrell shot over the bar and minutes later Liam Andrews was put through and
the keeper did well to save pushing the ball out to Moriarty who saw his shoot saved at
the expense of a corner.  Chenecks were coming more into the game with Mabbutt
shooting wide, Ulker seeing his shot deflected for a corner and then Annan shot from the
corner of the penalty box and with the assistance of the wind hit the post and rebounded
into play.  Irwin saw his free kick go way over the bar and at the other end Andrews shot
was saved.  HT 0-0

 

A sleet and hail storm greeted the players at the start of the second half.  First of all Jack
Moriarty and Jack Thomas had efforts that were wide of the mark.  In the 55th minute
Potton’s defence was caught square and in a breakaway the ball was played through to
Annan who coolly shot past Sam irish to give Chenecks the lead.  This spurred Potton into
retaliating with shots from Sam Willis and Callum Wilson being blocked and then Willis
headed over from a corner when well placed. At the other end Irish saved at full length
from Annan.  Manager Jimmy Martin introduced young substitutes Marley Ugarte-
Edwards and Terry Offeh and they injected some pace in Potton’s attacks. Andrews
headed wide from a corner before in the 85th minute Ugarte-Edwards worked his way
into the penalty area and was fouled and the referee had no hesitation in awarding a
penalty.  Willis made no mistake from the spot.  Ugarte-Edwards and Thomas both had 
 shots blocked before in the 89th minute the referee awarded Potton another penalty for
handball—a decision that was hotly disputed by Chenecks.  Willis again made no mistake
from the spot.  Still incensed by the last decision a Chenecks player was sent to the sin
bin and another collected his second yellow card and was show a red—so for the last 5
minutes of added time Chenecks finished with 9 men.  FT 1-2

 

Potton United:  Sam Irish, Lil Francisco, Josh Howard-Dobson (Marley Ugarte-Edwards),
Jamie Corey-Morrell, Ieaun Lewis (Terry Offeh), James Smith, Jack Smith, Sam Willis, Liam
Andrews, Jack Moriarty, Callum Wilson

 



Easington Sports Football Club History

The Club was formed in the immediate post-war period of 1945/46 to fulfill the sporting and social needs
of the young people of the Easington housing estate in Banbury, many of who were returning from war
service.

The Club, then known as ‘The Clan’, soon prospered, as there was an obvious need for such a facility, and
formed a cricket, tennis and a ladies section. Football was, however, the main branch of the Club’s
activity, and they began playing in the local Junior Leagues as Easington Sports F.C.

The football was played on pastureland to the west of Wykham Lane, and for a few years endured the
lack of facilities enjoyed today by almost all clubs. (No water available on site, no real changing facilities
to name but two of the privations to be met on a cold winter’s afternoon).

Fortunately, this situation was soon to change, for as a result of tireless fund raising by all concerned and
some dedicated work by stalwarts such as Gordon Vivash, Tim Fountain and many other committed club
members, the prospect of a new ground owned by the Club became a reality.

The purchase of the Addison Road ground and the building of a clubroom, together with the Club’s entry
to the Oxfordshire Senior League was the beginning of senior football for Sports, and to their credit they
proved to be a formidable force at that level. (Becoming winners and finalists in the Senior Cup and
heading the Premier League table on two occasions in the early and mid-fifties).

In view of their success at county level the Club sought entry, and was accepted into the old
Warwickshire Combination, which at that time counted professional and semi-professional teams. (Aston
Villa ‘A’, West Bromwich Albion ‘B’ and teams which now grace the Conference as members).

Although having moderate success in this competition, as with many other amateur clubs; finance played
its part in the decision to return to the Oxfordshire Senior League, where the expenses, in particular
travelling, were much more in line with the club’s limited income. Looking to raise their standards once
more, the Club sought entry to the Hellenic League. Subject to certain ground improvements they were
readily accepted, and have remained as members of Division One ever since. With some ‘ups and downs’,
Sport’s have almost always been mid-table at the end of each season, which, considering their amateur
status against mostly professional or well-sponsored opponents has not been too bad a record.

The Club has always sought to give the youngsters of Banbury and district an opportunity to get into
senior football, and indeed beyond, and has continually run youth teams at various age levels. Wishing all
those whose ability took them to higher levels good luck, and feeling grateful that the club gave them the
start/plat- form to their careers.  It has sometimes been said that Easington Sports have not been
ambitious or forward looking enough in their sixty years, but shrewd and cautious stewardship by series
of committees over the years have ensured that the club has never overreached itself financially, and has
remained faithful to its original ideals to provide football of a good standard for local youth.

In 2019 the club were awarded Community Charter Standard Status and currently have 34 affiliated
teams, both boys and girls, three male adult teams, two ladies teams and a new pan disability team. Our
aim is to give local players a direct pathway from youth football into Open age football.



CRANFIELD UNITED RESERVES 0 POTTON UNITED 4

 

The Reserves were without a recognised striker in the team as Terry Offeh travelled with the
first team (well done T). So the front three operated with three 10s. Potton struggled early on
with the rotation here and missed Offeh’s efficient hold up play early on. After ten minutes
Chris Bacchus and Tolu Foluronsu combined well on the edge of the box, a quick 121
combination saw Tolu fouled in the box, but the ref was having none of it.  Chances came at
both ends as neither side was able to create anything clear cut.  Around the 35 minute mark,
Zubahyr Rahman who was the standout player on the pitch at this point, collected the ball in
the middle of the field, he played the ball to Alfie Parry, who found Z on the left side of the
pitch, Z beat his opposition man, before playing a neat one-two with Tolu in the box, beating
another Cranfield man in tight space Zubahyr finished neatly from a tight angle. A superb run,
effort and goal from the player. The only goal of the half.

 

Cranfield came out in the second half changing shape, and for twenty minutes caused Potton
some real problems, some mix ups in defence gave Cranfield some great opportunities to get
back in the game. Some good saves from Ben Lincoln and some critical last second clearances
meant Potton kept the advantage.

The Royals changed shape and introduced some fresh legs. Namely Marcel Mbolo to play up
front, his first time playing the role for the Royals. His fresh energy and emphasis on pressing
caused the ball playing Cranfield some real problems. Chris Bacchus and Marcel pressed the
Cranfield defence, when the ball was played back to the goalkeeper Marcel pounced and won
the ball back cleanly to score from close range.

 

Straight from the Cranfield kick off, Potton went on the press, Marcel and Takula Chijota
caused good pressure, which allowed Marcel to win the ball, through on goal a last ditch tackle
prevented Marcel from getting another, the ball fell to Craig Packham who scored neatly,
despite Cranfield’s efforts to clear on the line. Less than a minute between both goals.  The last
ten minutes saw Potton introduce 16 year old Illian Qoku, he worked hard and won a corner on
the left hand side, he deftly delivered to the front post for captain Kuda Makurumure to head
home.

 

On another day, Potton could very easily have come away from this game with nothing, their
performance didn’t match the result and was unfair on Cranfield. The same was said for
Tuesday, when we deserved something out the game. However the impact of the substitutions
changed the game on its head and credit to those boys.

 

The reserves now have a packed few weeks with multiple friendlies to come ahead of their
final league game of the season against Lea Sports at The Hutchinson Hollow and then the
County FA Intermediate Cup Final against AFC Dunstable Development at Langford on Friday 29
April.

The Intermediate Cup Final between Potton United Reserves and AFC Dunstable
Development will be played at Langford on Wednesday 20 April.  Please make a

note of this date and come along and support the Reserves.



Northampton O.S vs Potton Utd




